As necessitated by continued structural deterioration which greatly accelerated over the past winter season, Public Works is moving forward expeditiously to replace the decks and joists of the two (2) existing wooden bridges on the Shining Sea Bikeway over Fay Road in the Woods Hole area. The work is anticipated to begin on Monday, June 1 and the construction itself, once begun, will take a couple of weeks on each bridge. The bridge replacement will occur one at a time. During actual construction, each bridge will necessarily be closed to Bikeway traffic and the normal Bikeway traffic will be routinely detoured down the side of the Bikeway and up the other side. In advance of this bridge replacement, the Parks Division will begin clearing the necessary adjacent trees/brush to allow the temporary detours to be safely made (all within the existing Bikeway right-of-way). We thank the public for your patience and understanding during this temporary construction period.